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Overview 

With the long-awaited end of dual-registration under the Migration Agents Registration 
Authority (MARA), a new era of practice has dawned for lawyers who have been 
practising as migration agents on restricted practising certificates.  

So what does the migration law landscape look like post MARA? 

In particular, as a new area of practice for lawyers in a highly specialised area, what are 
the extra risks? What if your firm has employed migration agents? And now that the 
Office of the Migration Agents Registration Authority (OMARA) will no longer have a role 
in regulating or disciplining lawyer/migration agents and giving immigration legal 
assistance, what does this mean for practitioners? 

Join us for answers to these questions and more, and get up to speed on the after-
MARA ‘aftermath’. 
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Migration law: What happens after MARA? 

With the long-awaited end of dual-registration under the Migration Agents Registration Authority (MARA), 
a new era of practice has dawned for lawyers who have been practising as migration agents on restricted 
practising certificates.  

So what does the migration law landscape look like post MARA?  

In particular, as a new area of practice for lawyers in a highly specialised area, what are the extra risks? 
What if your firm has employed migration agents? And now that the Office of the Migration Agents 
Registration Authority (OMARA) will no longer have a role in regulating or disciplining lawyer/migration 

agents and giving immigration legal assistance, what does this mean for practitioners? 

Join us for answers to these questions and more, and get up to speed on the after-MARA ‘aftermath’. 
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